Maximizing Your Merger’s Potential
Companies are using merger integration as a catalyst
for achieving their full potential, but the path to success
isn’t the same in every situation.
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The year 2015 was already the biggest year on record for
M&A deal volume when DuPont and Dow Chemical
made their stunning merger announcement in the year’s
final weeks. While deals like Pfizer-Allergan and DellEMC may still face regulatory hurdles, global M&A
volume surpassed $5 trillion for the first time ever,
standing at $5.03 trillion at the end of 2015, according
to Dealogic.

Why will they fail? In many situations, it’s a matter
of timing and conflicting priorities. Mergers create a
unique “unfreezing” moment for major cost improvement and employees anticipate change during merger
integration, so the time is often perfect for bold moves—
but the window closes quickly. Also, a lack of focus on
organization-related factors is a major contributor to
unwanted talent flight immediately following a merger.
But we see many companies, in an urgency to prove out
a deal thesis, focusing their initial efforts on managing
near-term risks and capturing only the synergies identified in due diligence, which is never the full-potential
plan. Too often, deferred or unplanned optimization
never happens. Overwhelmed by the daily routine of
running the business, the merging companies fail
even to meet their pre-deal synergy targets, let alone
expanded optimization goals.

Our analysis of deals spanning a 10year period found that as a group,
companies that engaged in any M&A
activity averaged 4.8% total shareholder
return compared with 3.3% for those
that were inactive.

The most successful companies frame the
integration into multiple phases: planning,
integration and optimization. The sequencing and timing of these phases
maximizes value and minimizes stress
on the organization.

In a boom that spans industries and company size,
companies are going the M&A route in the quest for
growth and efficiency amid a tepid economy, taking
advantage of the availability of inexpensive debt. For
many, the benefits will be greater than what they can
achieve through organic growth. Our analysis of deals
spanning a 10-year period found that as a group, companies that engaged in any M&A activity averaged 4.8%
total shareholder return compared with 3.3% for those
that were inactive.

The best value creators don’t stop at integration, however. These winners are systematic when choosing to
pursue additional performance-improvement benefits
during M&A and have a well-defined plan for achieving
the combined company’s full potential. These acquirers
are realistic about their internal capabilities during
and after the integration phase. They create a fullpotential vision for each function, organizing resources
and timing performance-improvement initiatives based on
their unique situation. The most successful companies
frame the integration into multiple phases: planning,
integration and optimization. The sequencing and timing
of these phases maximizes value and minimizes stress
on the organization. Led by the integration management

Now, as they pursue M&A in record numbers, companies are under intensifying pressure from activist
investors to boost efficiencies, prompting them to take
a new look at how they create even more value. They’re
viewing the disruption created by merger integration
as an opportunity to maximize the potential for the
combined entity. Trouble is, while the goal of squeezing more value out of M&A may be the right strategy,
most acquirers are likely to fail at the mission: Too many
companies simply underdeliver. In fact, overestimated
synergies was the second-biggest cause of deal disappointment cited in our global survey of 352 executives.
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office (IMO), each integration team relies on aggressive
benchmarks to set targets and goals, building steps
into the process to determine what full potential looks
like for the combined companies and the route to moving
into the industry’s top quartile. Based on our research
and work helping clients achieve full-potential goals
through merger integration, we’ve identified three distinct paths to success—and the reasons for choosing
each (see Figure 1).

Full-potential optimization. In this approach, companies
embark on an accelerated and broad-based, full-potential
effort to significantly boost the competiveness of the
combined company. These acquirers optimize operations in tandem with integration. We counsel companies
to take this aggressive route in a number of situations:
when pre-deal synergies don’t match the acquired company’s full potential or when an acquirer has paid a high
premium for an acquisition. It’s also the best path to
take for companies with a poor history of change or
when there’s a high degree of functional and operational overlap or a low risk of customer disruption. Also,
full-potential optimizations are a common approach
for companies that discover potential opportunities in
the post-merger mutual discovery that were not evident
in the limited outside-in analysis of due diligence.

In this approach, companies embark on
an accelerated and broad-based, fullpotential effort to significantly boost the
competiveness of the combined company.

One diversified industrials company, which fit many
of these criteria, set bold synergy targets that were above
those identified in due diligence. Instead of taking an
incremental approach, it used the integration process

Figure 1: Mergers offer three pathways to full potential
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as an opportunity for a broad transformation of both
companies. It met synergy targets identified in due
diligence, yet executives repeatedly looked at the game
plan ahead and asked, “When will we be in the top
quartile of our industry?”

direct integration opportunities identified in due diligence: reducing redundant infrastructure and functions, consolidating overlapping rental locations and
making such operational improvements as sharing best
practices in repair services. But it also saw the potential
to optimize capabilities in two other important areas:
sales operations and customer loyalty. The IMO identified a host of moves that improved sales performance,
including finding new ways to map accounts to sales
teams and implementing shared services. To boost
customer loyalty, the company deployed technology
to improve fleet availability, delivering higher rates of
on-time delivery.

Instead of integrating and broadly optimizing in tandem, these acquirers have
more to gain by targeting only a handful of optimization efforts, focusing on the
key capabilities that will underpin the new
company’s success.

Staged optimization. Finally, the better path for some companies is to sequence optimization efforts to address specific opportunities that emerge during mobilization, integration and post-integration. A thoughtfully staged
approach often is preferred when management is dealing
with dramatically changing the operating model of both
companies or when the merger itself is quite destabilizing
for the organization. It’s the right choice when there’s little
overlap in activities but a high risk of customer disruption,
or if an acquirer’s initial plans call for operating the acquisition as a separate business unit. In addition, this option
works well for companies that have a strong record of successful optimization efforts. However, taking the deliberate
approach comes with a risk: By waiting too long, a company
can miss the biggest opportunities.

The diligence process had offered only limited visibility
into supply chain and other critical areas, so for a year
following the merger, senior executives regularly tracked
potential opportunities for improvements. They held
biweekly meetings with team leaders to review progress
and continually refine plans. They ultimately identified
$200 million in additional synergies in supply chain
and shared services efficiencies as well as revenue gains
from improved cross-selling, channel penetration, new
product development and geographic expansion.
After the first year, the company put in place an
annual refresh process aimed at regularly looking
for ways to maintain the momentum.

Finally, the better path for some companies is to sequence optimization efforts
to address specific opportunities that
emerge during mobilization, integration
and post-integration.

Capability-led breakthrough. However, the approach for
full-potential optimization isn’t right for every merger
integration. In other situations, there is a key capability—
procurement is an example—that’s critical for creating
the most value from the acquisition. Instead of integrating and broadly optimizing in tandem, these acquirers
have more to gain by targeting only a handful of optimization efforts, focusing on the key capabilities that
will underpin the new company’s success. Consider
the experience of one construction equipment rental
company during its integration of an acquired company.
After the deal closed, the company relied on its IMO to

A major food and beverage company conducted a successful staged optimization when it acquired a food
company. Given the scale of the deal, one of manage-
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ment’s biggest objectives was to minimize the distractions of running the day-to-day business. It completed a
successful integration but then waited a full year before
embarking on a major cost initiative. That was followed
by a corporate spinout, and a year later the company
conducted an even more aggressive cost program,
reducing costs through supply chain reinvention and
other moves.

4. Are there big cultural concerns, or is there a risk
of losing key talent? If so, it’s usually best to wait
and conduct a staged optimization.
5.

Regardless of the path a company chooses to take, there
are critical decisions involving how aggressively to act
and the sequencing of moves. We counsel companies
to make those decisions by considering the value at
stake, the difficulty of implementation and the risk of
customer disruption. For example, a scale merger that
promises significant overlap in such back-office functions as finance, HR and procurement, with relatively
easy implementation and little chance of customer
disruption, would benefit from concurrent integration
and optimization. But in a scale merger where the customer service requirements are high and the IT processes
complex, it often is preferable to integrate first and
then optimize, guided by an integration plan that provides a roadmap to full potential.
Which of the three paths to take? These five questions
can help direct you:
1.

Do you need to generate more synergies than those
identified in due diligence to be competitive in your
industry? If so, consider full-potential optimization.

2.

What’s your history of transformational success?
If you look back on your record of accomplishment,
how hard is it to mobilize the organization once
they’ve gotten back into the “business of business”
mode? If you’ve had a lot of stops and starts, it’s
time to think bolder. Here, too, the answer is likely
a full-potential optimization.

3.

Is there one source of value—procurement, for
example—that represents more than 50% of the
synergies? If so, consider the capability-led breakthrough approach.
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Are there things outside your control—like a complex IT infrastructure, labor unions or regulatory
compliance issues—that make it difficult to optimize
operations right away? If your deal requires you
to wait to implement performance-improvement
initiatives beyond those identified in your deal
thesis, a staged optimization is the right path.
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